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Articulation –  
R Blends

R Blends include  
TR, PR, BR, DR, CR, FR

Finish the Sentence
For my bir thday,  

I received a _____  
from my big brother.

Finish the Sentence
The _____ said  
“choo-choo” as  
it pulled away.

Finish the Sentence
My dad bought  

milk and _____ before 
the snow storm.

Finish the Sentence
She will _____ a  
picture with her 
colored pencils.

Finish the Sentence
The baby likes to 

_____ on the f loor.
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Compare & Contrast
Comparing and 

contrasting is explaining 
how two items are the 

same and different.

How are an  
apple and orange 

the same?

How are they different?

How are a car and  
a bus the same?

How are they different?

How are a  
pencil and a 

crayon the same?

How are they different?

How are a  
hospital and a 
school the same?

How are they different?

How are a dog and  
a cat the same?

How are they different?
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Basic Concepts
Spatial concepts tell  
us where things go. Put a crayon  

under your chair.
Wave your hands  
over your head.

Jump through  
the doorway.

Clap your hands  
behind your back.

Put an eraser  
next to you.
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Absurdities
Absurdities are  

things that are silly  
or don’t make sense.

Fix this sentence  
so it makes sense:

The cat was  
barking loudly.

Fix this sentence  
so it makes sense:

Sally put on 
her coat to go 

swimming.

Fix this sentence  
so it makes sense:

KeShaun  
went surfing  
on his bike.

Fix this sentence  
so it makes sense:

Wash your hands 
with soap and 

lemonade.

Fix this sentence  
so it makes sense:

Lhea eats soup  
with a shovel.
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Fine Motor
Fine motor skills  

are tiny movements 
made with the hands.

Tap each f inger  
to your thumb.

Trace your hand  
with a pencil. Cross your f ingers. Make a bear claw  

with your hands.
Make your f ingers  
look like scissors.

 SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

www.superduperinc.com Answer Key: December 31) present; January 1) train 2) bread 3) draw 4) crawl 7) same: fruits, round, grow on trees; different: color, taste 8) same: transportation, has wheels, brakes, etc; different: short/long 9) same: used to write, 
school supplies; different: one color/many colors, lead/wax 10) same: buildings; different: where we learn/where we get well, teachers/doctors 11) same: animals, pets, four legs, tail; different: bark/meow, sizes 21) The cat was purring 
loudly. 22) Sally put on her bathing suit to go swimming. 23) KeShaun went surfing on his surfboard. 24) Wash your hands with soap and water. 25) Lhea eats soup with a spoon.

January 2019
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

New Year's DayNew Year's Eve

Groundhog Day

MLK Day
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Check out  
this product:

Articulation  
Skill Strips – R 
and R Blends
Item #STRP-34

Check out  
this product:

Vocabulary 
Chipper Chat

Item #CC-35

Check out  
this product:

Flamingo Bingo
Item #BGO-146

Check out  
this product:

That’s Silly  
Fun Deck
Item #FD-29

Check out  
this product:

Fine Motor  
Fun Deck

Item #FD-105
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Fine Motor
Fine motor skills  

are tiny movements 
made with the hands.

Tap each f inger  
to your thumb.

Trace your hand  
with a pencil. Cross your f ingers. Make a bear claw  

with your hands.
Make your f ingers  
look like scissors.
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Articulation L
To make the L sound, 

touch the tip of  
your tongue to the 
back of your teeth.

Repeat This Sentence

Larry lifted his left leg.

Repeat This Sentence

The lazy linebacker  
left litter in his locker.

Repeat This Sentence

The elegant ballerina 
balanced on his toe.

Repeat This Sentence

The meatball will roll  
into a hole in the wall.

Repeat This Sentence

The adorable doll fell into 
a pile of soil.
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Phonological 
Awareness
Take away a  

sound in a word to 
make a new word.

Say the Word...

Now say the word gate 
without the /g/ sound.

Say the Word...

Now say the word win 
without the /w/ sound.

Say the Word...

Now say the word fork 
without the /k/ sound.

Say the Word...

Now say the word car t 
without the /t/ sound.

Say the Word...

Now say the word snail 
without the /n/ sound.
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Basic Concepts
Temporal concepts  

say when something 
should happen.

Close your eyes 
before you clap 

your hands.

After you reach 
for the sky, smile.

Sing Happy  
Birthday while 

hopping up  
and down.

Before you  
snap your fingers, 

turn around.

Sit down  
after you say 
your name.
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Functions
Functions are the  
actions an item 

performs.

What does a shovel do? What do scissors do? What does a car do? What does a ruler do? What do goggles do?

 SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
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February 2019
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Valentine's Day

Groundhog Day

Presidents' Day

©2019 Super Duper® Publications

Answer Key: February 11) ate 12) in 13) for 14) car 15) sail 25) dig 26) cut 27) drive 28) measure; March 1) help you see underwater

Check out  
this product:

Fine Motor  
Fun Deck

Item #FD-105

Check out  
this product:

Articulation  
Skill Strips – L 
and L Blends
Item #STRP-78

Check out  
this product:

Phonological 
Awareness  
Skill Strips

Item #STRP-67

Check out  
this product:
Function  

Match-Ups  
Fun Deck

Item #FD-12

Check out  
this product:

Basic Concepts  
Chipper Chat

Item #CC-58

gate win fork cart snail
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Functions
Functions are the  
actions an item 

performs.

What does a shovel do? What do scissors do? What does a car do? What does a ruler do? What do goggles do?
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Gross Motor
Yoga helps stretch and 

tone larger muscles.
Stand tall like a mountain.

Sit down with your arms 
and legs stretched in front 
of you like you are driving.

Push your hands  
and knees to the f loor 
and straighten your  

back like a table.

Lie down on your belly 
with your arms at your 
sides. Lift your head and 
legs up like a jet plane.

Lie down on your back, 
bring your knees to your 

chest, lift your head,  
and slowly rock from  

your hips to your 
shoulders like a roly-poly.
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Yes/No
Yes/No questions 

provide more 
information or  
clarify a topic.

Does sugar taste sweet? Is the sky red? Can a car sleep? Does a frog hop? Do penguins like  
cold weather?
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Is/Are
If a subject is single,  

use “is.” If the subject  
is plural, use “are.”

Fill in the Blank...
My dad _____  
baking cookies.

Fill in the Blank...
The bees _____  
making honey.

Fill in the Blank...
The eggs _____  

hatching.

Fill in the Blank...
The sloth _____  

hanging in the tree.

Fill in the Blank...
They _____ laughing  

at the actor.
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Associations
Associations are things 

that go together.

What goes with a sock? What goes with jelly? What goes with a bat? What goes with  
a hammer?

What goes with  
an astronaut?

31
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March 2019
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

St. Patrick's Day

Daylight Savings Begins

©2019 Super Duper® Publications Answer Key: February 25) dig 26) cut 27) drive 28) measure; March 1) help you see underwater; March 11) yes 12) no 13) no 14) yes 15) yes 18) is 19) are 20) are 21) is 22) are 25) shoe, foot  
26) bread, peanut butter 27) ball 28) nail 29) rocket

Check out  
this product:
Function  

Match-Ups  
Fun Deck

Item #FD-12

Check out  
this product:

Yogarilla
Item  

#OTSC-8609

Check out  
this product:

Yes or No?  
Fun Deck
Item #FD-38

Check out  
this product:

Grammar 
Chipper Chat

Item #CC-47

Check out  
this product:

Things That 
Go Together

GOT-16
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What Doesn’t 
Belong?

Name the item that  
does not go with the  

rest of the group.

What Doesn’t Belong?
hammer
f lippers

screwdriver

What Doesn’t Belong?
pear

banana
lettuce

What Doesn’t Belong?
lamp
car

plane
train

What Doesn’t Belong?
May

December
Monday

April

What Doesn’t Belong?
stop sign

rose
cherry
grass
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Articulation K
The /k/ sound is spelled 
with a “c,” “k,” or “ck.”

Repeat this Sentence
Take the car to  
soccer practice.

Repeat this Sentence
Comb the raccoon’s  

fur with a fork.

Repeat this Sentence
Koala bears love eating 

popcorn on a bike.

Repeat this Sentence
Karen is a cook  
on a taco truck.

Repeat this Sentence
Rocky is a toucan  
with a black beak.
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Adjectives
Adjectives are words 
that describe people, 
places, things, or ideas.

Complete  
this Sentence

The candy tasted  
very _____.

Complete  
this Sentence

The old socks in the  
hamper smelled _____.

Complete  
this Sentence
After the rain,  

the ground was too 
_____ to play soccer.

Complete  
this Sentence

The _____ butterf ly f lew 
south in the winter.

Complete  
this Sentence

The _____ student  
received excellent grades 

on her repor t card.
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Following 
Directions

Conditional Directions 
are commands containing 

“if” statements.

If glue is sticky,  
stomp your feet.

If you have black hair,  
blink your eyes.

If a clock tells time,  
pretend to be a chicken.

If grass is purple,  
touch your toes.

If you are wearing blue, 
give yourself a hug.
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Problem Solving
What would you  

do if this happened in 
your community?

What if you lost your 
mom at the mall?

What if your waiter 
brought you the wrong 

food order?

What if you and  
your friends decided 
to go to a movie, but 

it was sold out?

What if your phone 
started ringing in a  

quiet library?

What if your dad 
took you shopping 
for shoes, and you 

couldn’t decide which 
pair to get?
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April 2019
Directions: Keep your speech and language skills sharp! Color in each square as you complete the activity. See how many you can complete this month!

Easter Sunday Earth Day

Good Friday

©2019 Super Duper® Publications Answer Key: April 1) flippers 2) lettuce 3) lamp 4) Monday 5) grass (15-19 answers may vary) 15) sweet 16) stinky 17) muddy 18) beautiful 19) intellegent (29-3 answers may vary) 29) find a police officer and tell him/her 
you’re lost 30) politely call the waiter to your table and ask if the order can be corrected April 1) pick another movie to watch 2) quietly apologize and turn off your phone 3) ask your dad for advice
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this product:

What Doesn’t 
Belong?

Item #FD-17

Check out  
this product:

Artic Photos K
Item #AP-11B

Check out  
this product:

Adjectives  
Fun Deck
Item #FD-66

Check out  
this product:
Conditional  
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Directions

Item #FD-68

Check out  
this product:
What Would  
You Do in the 
Community If...
Item #FD-143


